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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the band gap of the spectrum of the Dirichlet
Laplacian &2D0d, # in a strip 0d, # in R
2 with constant width d, where the
signed curvature # of the boundary curve is assumed to be periodic with
respect to the arc length. Let us recall that a planer curve is uniquely deter-
mined by its signed curvature modulo congruent transformations (cf. [8]).
Therefore without loss of generality, the boundary curve }# takes the
following form:
}#(s)#(a#(s), b#(s)), (1.1)
a#(s)#|
s
0
cos \&|
s1
0
#(s2) ds2+ ds1 , (1.2)
b#(s)#|
s
0
sin \&|
s1
0
#(s2) ds2+ ds1 . (1.3)
For d>0, we define
0d, ##{\a#(s)&u dds b#(s), b#(s)+u
d
ds
a#(s)+ # R2 ; s # R, 0<u<d= .
Roughly speaking, 0d, # is the region obtained by sliding the normal
segment of length d along }# . We call }# the reference curve of 0d, # (see
Fig. 1).
Let &2D0d, # be the Dirichlet Laplacian on 0d, # . Namely, &2
D
0d, #
is the
Friedrichs extension of the operator
&2 in L2(0d, #) with domain C 0 (0d, #).
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Figure 1
&2D0d, # is the Hamiltonian for an electron confined in a quantum wire on
a planer substrate, where the vertical dimension is separated. A typical
example of quantum wire is the GaAs-GaAlAs heterostructure. The first
mathematical treatment of quantum waveguide (quantum wire) was done
by Exner and S8 eba (see [8]). Under a suitable decay conditions on #(s)
and its derivatives as s  \, they proved that &2D0d, # has at least one
bound state for sufficiently small d. Recently, much progress is made by
several authors. Bulla et al. (see [4]) and Exner and Vugalter (see [9 and
10]) studied the locally-deformed waveguides obtained by adding some
bump to a straight strip or replacing the Dirichlet boundary condition by
the Neumann boundary condition on a segment of the boundary of a
straight strip. In these cases, they discussed the existence or non-existence
of bound states below the essential spectrum.
In this paper, we consider the case that #(s) is periodic. We impose the
following assumptions on #.
(A.1) # # C(R).
(A.2) #(s+2?)=#(s) for any s # R.
(A.3) There exists d0>0 such that
(i) &1d0<mins # [0, 2?] #(s),
(ii) 0d0 , # is not self-intersecting, i.e., the map
R_(0, d0) % (s, u) [ \a#(s)&u dds b#(s), b#(s)+u
d
ds
a#(s)+ # 0d0 , #
is injective.
Simple coordinate transformations and standard elliptic a-priori
estimates show that for d # (0, d0], &2D0d, # is unitarily equivalent to the
following operator (see Section 2):
Hd#&

s
(1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u) in L2(R_(0, d )) (1.4)
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with domain
Dd#[v # H2(R_(0, d )); v( } , 0)=v( } , d )=0 in L2(R)], (1.5)
where
V(s, u)# 12 (1+u#(s))&3 u#"(s)& 54(1+u#(s))&4 u2#$(s)2
&14 (1+u#(s))
&2 #(s)2. (1.6)
Since the coefficients of Hd are periodic with respect to s, one can utilize
the FloquetBloch reduction scheme in the following way. First, (1.4) is
unitarily equivalent to the operator
|

[0, 1]
H%, d d%,
where
H%, d# &

s
(1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u) in L2((0, 2?)_(0, d ))
(1.7)
with domain
D%, d#{v(s, u) # H2((0, 2?)_(0, d ));
v( } , 0)=v( } , d )=0 in L2((0, 2?)),
v(2?, } )=e2?i%v(0, } ) in L2((0, d )),

s
v(2?, } )=e2?i%

s
v(0, } ) in L2((0, d ))= (1.8)
for % # [0, 1].
We denote by Ej (% ; d ) the j th eigenvalue of H%, d counted with multi-
plicity. Then, we have (see Section 2)
_(&2D0d, #)= .

j=1
Ej ([0, 1]; d ), where Ej ([0, 1]; d )= .
% # [0, 1]
[Ej (% ; d )].
So, the analysis of _(&2D0d, #) is reduced to that of each Ej (% ; d ).
Ej ([0, 1]; d ) is either a closed interval or a one point set. We call
Ej ([0, 1]; d ) the j th band of _(&2D0d, #).
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We consider the asymptotic behavior of Ej (% ; d ) as d tends to 0. For
% # [0, 1], let
K%#&
d 2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2 in L2((0, 2?)) (1.9)
with domain
F%#[v # H2((0, 2?)); v(2?)=e2?i%v(0), v$(2?)=e2?i%v$(0)].
We call K% the reference operator for H%, d . We denote by kj (%) the j th
eigenvalue of K% counted with multiplicity. Then one of our main theorems
is the following.
Theorem 1.1. For % # [0, 1] and j # N, we have
Ej (% ; d )=\?d+
2
+kj (%)+O(d ) (as d  0),
where the error term is uniform with respect to % # [0, 1].
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that if there is a band gap of the spectrum
for the operator &d 2ds2& 14 #(s)
2 in L2(R), so is the case for the operator
&2D0d, # for sufficiently small d. In particular, from the classical results
about the inverse problem for Hill’s equation (cf. [5, 11, and 17]), we have
the following.
Corollary 1.2. If # is not identically 0, there exists some j0 # N and
Cj0>0 such that
min
% # [0, 1]
Ej0+1(% ; d )& max% # [0, 1]
Ej0(% ; d )=Cj0+O(d ) (d  0). (1.10)
This corollary says that if # is not identically 0, at least one band gap
appears in the spectrum for sufficiently small d. We prove these results in
Section 2.
In Section 3, we locate the band gap of _(&2D0d, #). Namely, we specify
the value of j0 # N such that (1.10) holds. For this purpose, we use the
scaling # [ =#, where =>0 is a small parameter. For =>0 and d>0, we set
0=d=0d, =# . We consider &2
D
0=d
instead of &2D0d, # . We assume (A.1), (A.2),
and the following.
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(A.4) There exist =0>0 and d0>0 such that
(i) &1d0<=0 mins # [0, 2?] #(s),
(ii) 0=d0 is not self-intersecting for any = # (0, =0].
We substitute =# for # in (1.4), (1.7), and (1.9), and denote the resulting
operators by Hd, = , H%, d, = , and K%, = respectively. We denote by Ej (% ; d ; =)
the j th eigenvalue of H%, d, = counted with multiplicity. Let [vn]n=& be the
Fourier coefficients of #(s)2:
#(s)2= :

n=&
1
- 2?
vn eins in L2((0, 2?)).
Applying the analytic perturbation theory (cf. [13]) to the reference
operator K%, = , we get the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let # be not identically 0, and n # N be such that vn{0.
Then, there exists =~ # (0, =0] such that for each = # (0, =~ ], there exists C=>0
for which
min
% # [0, 1]
En+1(% ; d ; =)& max
% # [0, 1]
En(% ; d ; =)=C=+O(d ) (d  0).
In the end of Section 3, we give a simple example of #(s) satisfying (A.3)
or (A.4).
From Theorem 1.3, we cannot conclude the presence of n th gap if vn=0.
For example if #(s)=cos s,
#(s)2= 14 (e
2is+e&2is+2),
hence we do not know the existence of the 1st gap. Actually in this case all
the odd gap of
&
d 2
ds2
&
1
4
=2#(s)2 in L2(R)
are absent, if one regards #(s)2 as a 2?-periodic function (see [16]).
However #(s)2 has the prime period ?, and if one changes the numbering
of band functions according as a ?-periodic operator, the odd gaps appear.
This example suggests us to impose the ?-antiperiodicity on #(s). In Sec-
tion 4, we assume that
(A.5) #(s+?)=&#(s) for any s # R,
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and that the region has the form
5d, ##{\a#(s)&u dds b#(s), b#(s)+u
d
ds
a#(s)+ # R2 ; s # R, &d2<u<
d
2= .
(1.11)
We reduce the fundamental domain to (0, ?)_(&d2, d2), and let
E j (% ; d ; =) be the associated eigenvalues (see Section 4). Let [v^n]n=& be
the Fourier coefficients of #(s)2:
#(s)2= :

n=&
1
- ?
v^ne2ins in L2((0, ?)).
Then, we have the following.
Theorem 1.4. Let # be not identically 0, and n # N be such that v^n{0.
Then, there exists =~ >0 such that for each = # (0, =~ ], there exists C=>0 for
which
min
% # [0, 2]
E n+1(% ; d ; =)& max
% # [0, 2]
E n(% ; d ; =)=C=+O(d ) (d  0).
For example if #(s)=cos s, the first band gap appears for small d. In
Section 4, we state this theorem more precisely.
2. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF BAND FUNCTIONS
AND EXISTENCE OF BAND GAPS
Our main purpose in this section is to prove Theorem 1.1 and Corol-
lary 1.2. We assume (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3) throughout this section. As in
[8], we first transform &2D0d, # into the operator (1.4). We begin with the
following remark.
For d>0, we denote by 8d the map
R_(0, d ) % (s, u) [ \a#(s)&u dds b#(s), b#(s)+u
d
ds
a#(s)+ # 0d, # .
We denote by J8d the Jacobian matrix of 8d . We have by a direct com-
putation
det(J8d)(s, u)=1+u#(s) for (s, u) # R_(0, d ).
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Then, (i) of (A.3) implies that for d # (0, d0],
det(J8d)(s, u)1+d0#&>0 for (s, u) # R_(0, d ),
where
#&= min
s # [0, 2?]
min[#(s), 0] \> & 1d0+ . (2.1)
So, 8d is a local diffeomorphism for d # (0, d0]. This and (ii) of (A.3) imply
that 8d is a global diffeomorphism for d # (0, d0]. We assume d # (0, d0]
throughout this section. For f # L2(0d, #), we define
(Ud f )(s, u)#(1+u#(s))12 f (8d (s, u)).
Then, Ud is a unitary operator from L2(0d, #) to L2(R_(0, d )), and Ud
maps C 0 (0d, #) into C

0 (R_(0, d )) bijectively.
We are going to show that Hd in (1.4) and H%, d in (1.7) are self-adjoint
with respective domains in (1.5) and (1.8), and the direct integral represen-
tation
Hd$|

[0, 1]
H%, d d%.
Of course these facts follow from the elementary knowledge of elliptic
boundary value problems. However since there is a certain subtlety, we
give here a rather detailed proof in Propositions 2.12.4 below.
We recall that &2D0d, # is the Friedrichs extension of the operator
&2 in L2(0d, #) with domain C 0 (0d, #).
Let H%d be the Friedrichs extension of the operator
&

s
(1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u) in L2(R_(0, d ))
with domain C 0 (R_(0, d )), where V(s, u) is defined by (1.6). We recall
(1.5):
Dd#[v # H 2(R_(0, d )); v( } , 0)=v( } , d )=0 in L2(R)].
Proposition 2.1. We have
Ud (&2D0d, #) U
&1
d =H%d , (2.2)
Dd/D(H%d ), (2.3)
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and
H%d v=&

s
(1+u#(s))&2

s
v&
2
u2
v+V(s, u) v for v # Dd . (2.4)
Proof. One can prove (2.2) by a direct computation and the first
representation theorem. (2.3) and (2.4) follow from the first representation
theorem and the following fact.
C 0 (R_(0, d )) is dense in Dd with respect to the norm & } &H1(R_(0, d )) . K
Next we introduce the translational operators which reduce our problem
to that of differential operators on a torus. We set
L#2?Z, 4d#R_(0, d ), and 7d#(0, 2?)_(0, d ).
For l # L and v=v(s, u) # L2loc(4d), we define Tlv # L
2
loc(4d) by
(Tlv)(s, u)#v(s&l, u), (s, u) # 4d .
[Tl ]l # L is an abelian group and each Tl commutes with H%d . We define
Bd#[v # Dd ; _R>0 s.t. supp v/[&R, R]_[0, d ]].
One can easily see that Bd is dense in Dd with respect to the norm
& }&H 2(4d ) . For v # Bd and % # [0, 1], we define
(Uv)(s, u, %)# :
l # L
eil% (Tlv)(s, u)
= :
l # L
eil%v(s&l, u), (s, u) # 4d .
We easily see that for l # L and % # [0, 1],
(Uv)(s+l, u, %)=eil% (Uv)(s, u, %) in 4d .
We have the following fundamental proposition.
Proposition 2.2. U is uniquely extended to a unitary operator from
L2(4d) to H# [0, 1] L2(7d) d%.
Proof. We first show that U is an isometry. For v # Bd , we have the
following by noting that the summation in the expression of Uv is finite.
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&Uv&2H#|
1
0
&(Uv)(s, u, %)&2L2(7d ) d%
=|
[0, 2?]_[0, d]
|
1
0 } :l # L e
il%v(s&l, u) }
2
d% ds du
=|
[0, 2?]_[0, d]
:
l # L
|v(s&l, u)| 2 ds du
=&v&2L2(4d ) .
Because the set Bd is dense in L2(4d), U is uniquely extended to an
isometry from L2(4d) to H, which is denoted by U again.
Next we show N(U*)=0. For v # Bd and w # H, we have
(Uv, w)H=|
1
0
|
[0, 2?]_(0, d )
:
l # L
eil%v(s&l, u)w(s, u, %) ds du d%
= :
l # L
|
[0, 2?]_(0, d )
v(s&l, u) \|
1
0
e&il%w(s, u, %) d%+ ds du.
This implies that for (s, u) # [0, 2?)_(0, d ) and l # L, we have
(U*w)(s&l, u)=|
1
0
e&il%w(s, u, %) d%. (2.5)
Then, we get
&U*w&2L2(4d )=|[0, 2?]_(0, d ) :l # L } |
1
0
e&il%w(s, u, %) d% }
2
ds du
=|
[0, 2?]_(0, d )
|
1
0
|w(s, u, %)| 2 d% ds du
=&w&2H ,
where we used Parseval’s identity for the Fourier series expansion. So, we
have N(U*)=0 and get the conclusion. K
Now let us recall the operator H%, d defined by (1.7) with domain D%, d
from (1.8). We prove the self-adjointness of H%, d , which is not only
important itself but also needed later to determine D(H%d ) (equivalently
D(&2D0d, #)) explicitly.
Proposition 2.3. H%, d is self-adjoint.
Proof. Using Green’s formula, one can show that H%, d is symmetric.
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We choose k>0 such that
inf
(s, u) # 7d
V(s, u)>&k.
Let us show the following.
(2.6) H%, d+k is 1 to 1 and onto. Namely, for any f # L2(7d), there
exists unique w # D%, d such that (H%, d+k) w= f.
For convenience, we enlarge 7d=(0, 2?)_(0, d ). We choose = #
(0, min[?, d]). We set 7$d#(&=, 2?+=)_(0, d ), and
Q%#[v # H 1(7$d); v( } , 0)=v( } , d )=0 in L
2((&=, 2?+=)),
v(s+2?, u)=e2?i%v(s, u) a.e. in (&=, =)_(0, d )],
equipped with the inner product
(v, w)Q%#(v, w)H 1(7d ) .
Then Q% is a Hilbert space. For p # [&=, =], we set 7 pd #( p, p+2?)_(0, d ).
We define a quadratic form q% ( } , } ) on Q% by
q% (v, w)#|
7 pd {(1+u#(s))
&2 
s
v

s
w +

u
v

u
w +V(s, u) vw +kvw = ds du
(2.7)
for v, w # Q% . We note that the right-hand side of (2.7) is independent of the
choice of p # (&=, =). We easily see that
|q% (v, w)|C1 &v&Q% &w&Q% for any v, w # Q% , (2.8)
q% (v, v)C2 &v&2Q% for any v # Q% , (2.9)
where C1 and C2>0 are constants independent of v, w # Q% and v # Q%
respectively. Let f # L2(7d). We extend f to the function in 7$d by
f (s, u)={e
2?i%f (s&2?, u) for (s, u) # (2?, 2?+=)_(0, d ),
e&2?i%f (s+2?, u) for (s, u) # (&=, 0)_(0, d ).
Because ( } , f )L2(7d ) is a bounded linear functional on Q% , and q% satisfies
(2.8) and (2.9), the LaxMilgram theorem implies the following.
There exists unique w # Q% such that
q% (v, w)=(v, f )L2(7d ) for any v # Q% . (2.10)
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Next we show w # D%, d . For y # R2 and r>0, we set B( y, r)#[x # R2;
|x& y|<r]. For y # 7$d , there exists r # (0, ?) such that B( y, r)//7$d .
We choose p # (&=, =) such that B( y, r)/7 pd . Let l=(2?, 0). Then
B( y\l, r) & 7 pd=<. For v # C

0 (B( y, r)), we extend v to the function in
Q% and denote it by v~ . Then supp v~ & 7 pd/B( y, r). So, (2.7) and (2.10)
imply that
\{& s (1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u)+k= v, w+L2(B( y, r))
=(v, f )L2(B( y, r))
for any v # C 0 (B( y, r)). Therefore, the local regularity estimate for elliptic
differential equations (cf. [1] Theorem 6.3.) implies
w # H 2loc(B( y, r)).
So, we get
w # H 2loc(7$d). (2.11)
For y=( y1 , 0) ( y1 # (0, 2?)) and r>0, we set Bh( y, r)#B( y, r) & 7$d .
Using the above method, we have
\{& s (1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u)+k= v, w+L2(Bh( y, =))
=(v, f )L2(Bh( y, =))
for any v # C 0 (Bh( y, =)). Moreover w # Q% implies
w( } , 0)=0 in L2((&=+ y1 , y1+=)).
Hence, the regularity estimate up to the boundary for elliptic differential
equations (cf. [1] Theorem 9.5.) implies
w # H2 \Bh \y, =2++ for any y # (0, 2?)_[0]. (2.12)
Similarly, we have
w # H2 \Bh \y, =2++ for any y # (0, 2?)_[d ], (2.13)
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where Bh( y, =2)#B( y, =2) & 7$d . So, (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) imply that
there exists r # (0, =) such that
w # H2((&r, 2?+r)_(0, d )).
Combining this with w # Q% , we have
w(2?, } )=e2?i%w(0, } ) in L2((0, d )),
and

s
w(2?, } )=e2?i%

s
w(0, } ) in L2((0, d )).
So, we get
w # D%, d .
Therefore, we can integrate (2.10) by parts, and get
(v, (H%, d+k) w)L2(7d )=(v, f )L2(7d ) for any v # Q% .
Hence, we have
(v, (H%, d+k) w)L2(7d )=(v, f )L2(7d ) for any v # C

0 (7d).
Therefore,
(H%, d+k) w= f, w # D%, d .
On the other hand, we have
((H%, d+k) v, v)L2(7d )+ &v&
2
L2(7d )
for any v # D%, d , (2.14)
where +=inf(s, u) # 7d V(s, u)+k (>0). So we have shown (2.6).
Using (2.6) and (2.14), one can easily show that H%, d is closed. Thus,
H%, d is self-adjoint. K
We recall the following operator defined by (1.4):
Hd#&

s
(1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u) in L2(4d)
with domain
Dd#[v # H2(4d); v( } , 0)=v( } , d )=0 in L2(R)].
Recall H%d defined in the head of this section. Then, we have the following.
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Proposition 2.4. We have
Hd=U&1 \|

[0, 1]
H%, d d%+ U, (2.15)
and
H%d =Hd . (2.16)
Proof. We define the inner product of Dd by that of H 2(4d), and the
inner product of D%, d by that of H2(7d). Then, Dd and D%, d are Hilbert
spaces. We first show the following.
U|Dd is a unitary operator from Dd to H2#|

[0, 1]
D%, d d%. (2.17)
Let v # Dd . We can choose [vn]n=1/Bd such that vn  v in Dd (n  ).
We denote by Z+ the set of non-negative integers. To simplify the nota-
tions, we write :s =(s)
: and :u=(u)
: for : # Z+. Using the defini-
tion of U, one can easily see that for any , # Bd
:s 
;
u(U,)(s, u, %)=(U(
:
s 
;
u ,))(s, u, %) for |:|+ |;|2.
Therefore, for , # Bd we have
&U,&2H2#|
1
0
&(U,)( } , } , %)&2D%, d d%
=|
1
0
:
|:|+|;|2
&:s ;u(U,)(s, u, %)&2L2(7d ) d%
=|
1
0
:
|:|+|;|2
&U(:s 
;
u ,)(s, u, %)&
2
L2(7d )
d%
= :
|:|+|;|2
&:s 
;
u ,&
2
L2(4d )
=&,&2Dd ,
where we used Proposition 2.2 in the fourth line. So, [Uvn]n=1 is a Cauchy
sequence in H2 , and there exists w # H2 such that
Uvn  w in H2 (n  ),
and
&w&H2=&v&Dd .
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Because [vn]n=1 converges to v in Dd , it converges to v in L
2(4d). So,
Proposition 2.2 implies
Uvn  Uv in H.
Hence we get w=Uv # H2 and &Uv&H2=&v&Dd . Namely, U is an isometry
from Dd to H2 , which we denote by U|Dd  H2 .
Next we show that N((U|Dd  H2)*)=0. We recall (2.5):
(U*w)(s&l, u)=|
1
0
e&il%w(s, u, %) d%
for w # H, (s, u) # [0, 2?)_(0, d ), and l # 2?Z. Therefore, for w # H2 we
have
:s 
;
u(U*w)(s, u)=(U*
:
s 
;
u w)(s, u) in L
2(4d) for |:|+|;|2.
Let v # Dd and w # H2 . We take a sequence [vn]n=1/Bd such that vn  v
in Dd . Then we have
(Uvn , w)H2=|
1
0
:
|:|+|;|2
(:s 
;
u(Uvn)(s, u, %), 
:
s 
;
u w(s, u, %))L2(7d ) d%
=|
1
0
:
|:| +|;|2
((U:s 
;
u vn)(s, u, %), 
:
s 
;
u w(s, u, %))L2(7d ) d%
= :
|:| +|;|2
(:s 
;
u vn , U*
:
s 
;
u w)L2(4d )
= :
|:| +|;|2
(:s 
;
u vn , 
:
s 
;
u U*w)L2(4d )
=(vn , U*w)Dd .
Therefore, we have
(U|Dd  H2)*=U*| H2 .
So, we get
N((U|Dd  H2)*)=N(U*| H2)=[0].
Thus, we have shown (2.17).
Let v # Dd . We take a sequence [vn]n=1/Bd such that vn  v in Dd . We
denote by H d the formal differential operator
&

s
(1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u).
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For % # [0, 1] and (s, u) # 7d , we have
(UHd vn)(s, u, %)= :
l # L
eil% (Hd vn)(s&l, u)
= :
l # L
eil% (H d vn)(s&l, u)
=H d \ :l # Le
il%vn(s&l, u)+
=(H%, d Uvn)(s, u, %).
Namely, we have
UHdvn=\|

[0, 1]
H%, d d%+ Uvn .
Therefore, we get
Hdvn=U&1 \|

[0, 1]
H%, d d%+ Uvn . (2.18)
Because vn  v in Dd , Uvn  Uv in H2 . Moreover, each H%, d is a bounded
operator from D%, d to L2(7d) with a bound independent of % # [0, 1]. So,
 [0, 1] H%, d d% is a bounded operator from H2 to H. Besides, Hd is a bounded
operator from Dd to L2(4d), and U&1 is a bounded operator from H to
L2(4d). Hence, by taking the limit n   in (2.18), we get (2.15).
Next we show (2.16). Because H%, d is self-adjoint for % # [0, 1] and U
is unitary, (2.15) implies that Hd is self-adjoint. On the other hand, H%d is
a self-adjoint extension of Hd by Proposition 2.1. Therefore, we have
Hd=H%d . This completes the proof of Proposition 2.4. K
Combining the above proposition with Proposition 2.1, &2D0d, # is unitarily
equivalent to  [0, 1] H%, d d%. So, the analysis of _(&2
D
0d, #
) is precisely
reduced to that of each _(H%, d).
As a final preliminary, we describe the band structure of _(&2D0d, #).
Because H%, d has a compact resolvent and is bounded from below, _(H%, d)
is discrete. As we have defined in Section 1, for j # N, Ej (% ; d ) denotes the
jth eigenvalue of H%, d counted with multiplicity:
E1(% ; d )E2(% ; d ) } } } Ej (% ; d ) } } }  .
We show that Ej ( } ; d ) is Lipschitz continuous. For % # [0, 1], the multi-
plicational operator e&i%s is unitary on L2(7d), and maps D%, d into D0, d
bijectively. We set
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H %, d#e&i%sH%, d ei%s
=&\ s+i%+ (1+u#(s))&2 \

s
+i%+& 
2
u2
+V(s, u)
=&(1+u#(s))&2 \ s+i%+
2
&{ s (1+u#(s))&2=\

s
+i% +& 
2
u2
+V(s, u).
We note that
_(&(H%, d+k)&1)=[0] _ [&(Ej (% ; d )+k)&1]j=1 ,
where k>0 is the constant defined in the proof of Proposition 2.3. For
%, %$ # [0, 1], we have
(H %, d+k)&1&(H %$, d+k)&1
=(H %, d+k)&1 (H %$, d&H %, d)(H %$, d+k)&1
=&(%$&%)(H %, d+k)&1
_{(1+u#(s))&2 \2i s&(%$+%)++i \

s
(1+u#(s))&2+=
_(H %$, d+k)&1.
Because (H %, d+k)&1 is a bounded operator from L2(7d) to H2(7d) with
a bound independent of % # [0, 1], (s)(H %, d+k)&1 is a bounded
operator on L2(7d) with a bound independent of % # [0, 1]. Therefore, we
have
&(H %, d+k)&1&(H %$, d+k)&1&B(L2(7d ))’~ |%&%$| (2.19)
for any %, %$ # [0, 1], where ’~ is a constant independent of %, %$ # [0, 1].
We apply the min-max principle to (H %, d+k)&1. Then, (2.19) implies that
&(Ej ( } ; d )+k)&1 is Lipschitz continuous on [0, 1] for j # N. Hence,
Ej ( } ; d ) is Lipschitz continuous on [0, 1] for j # N.
Therefore,
Ej ([0, 1]; d )= .
% # [0, 1]
[Ej (% ; d )]
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is either a closed interval or a one-point set for j # N. We have also that
_(&2D0d, #)= .

j=1
Ej ([0, 1]; d ).
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. In this proof, we mainly use the min-max prin-
ciple. As in [8], we first introduce an approximate operator for H%, d . We
recall (2.1):
#&# min
s # [0, 2?]
min[#(s), 0] \>& 1d0+ .
Let
#+# max
s # [0, 2?]
max[#(s), 0].
Then, we have for any d # (0, d0],
0<(1+d#+)&1(1+u#(s))&1(1+d#&)&1 on 7d . (2.20)
We define
V+(s)# 12 (1+d#&)
&3 d#"+&
1
4 (1+d#+)
&2 #(s)2,
and
V&(s)# & 12(1+d#&)
&3 d#"+&
5
4 (1+d#&)
&4 d 2(#$+)
2& 14 (1+d#&)
&2 #(s)2,
where
#"+# max
s # [0, 2?]
|#"(s)| (<), and #$+# max
s # [0, 2?]
|#$(s)| (<).
Then, V+(s) and V&(s) satisfy the following.
V&(s)V(s, u)V+(s) on 7d . (2.21)
We define the following approximate operators similar to those of [8]. For
% # [0, 1], we define
H +%, d#&(1+d#&)&2
2
s2
&
2
u2
+V+(s) in L2(7d) with domain D%, d ,
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and
H &%, d#&(1+d#+)
&2 
2
s2
&
2
u2
+V&(s) in L2(7d) with domain D%, d .
We note that both H +%, d and H
&
%, d are self-adjoint and have compact
resolvents. According to (2.20) and (2.21), we have
H &%, dH%, dH
+
%, d . (2.22)
We estimate the eigenvalues of H +%, d and H
&
%, d . For this purpose we
introduce the following operators. For % # [0, 1], we define
T +%, d# &(1+d#&)
&2 d
2
ds2
+V+(s) in L2((0, 2?)) with domain F% ,
and
T &%, d# &(1+d#+)
&2 d
2
ds2
+V&(s) in L2((0, 2?)) with domain F% ,
where
F%#[v # H2((0, 2?)); v(2?)=e2?i%v(0), v$(2?)=e2?i%v$(0)].
Both T +%, d and T
&
%, d are self-adjoint and have compact resolvents. For j # N,
we denote by E \j (% ; d ) the j th eigenvalue of T
\
%, d counted with multiplicity
respectively. Let [, \j ]

j=1 be the complete orthonormal system of
L2((0, 2?)), where , \j (%, d, } ) is the eigenfunction of T
\
%, d associated with
the eigenvalue E \j (% ; d ). We have ,
\
j (%, d, } ) # F% & C
([0, 2?]). We
further introduce the following operator
&
d 2
du2
in L2((0, d )) with domain [v # H2((0, d )); v(0)=v(d )=0].
(2.23)
For k # N, the k th eigenvalue of (2.23) is (?kd )2. The associated eigen-
function is - 2d sin((?kd ) u). We have also that [- 2d sin((?kd ) u)]k=1
is a complete orthonormal system of L2((0, d )). We set
\j, k(%, d, s, u)#,
\
j (%, d, s)  2d sin \
?k
d
u+
for (s, u) # 7d and j, k # N. Then we have for any j, k # N,
 \j, k(%, d, } , } ) # D%, d ,
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and
H \%, d
\
j, k(%, d, } , } )=+
\( j ; k ; % ; d )  \j, k(%, d, } , } ),
where
+\( j ; k ; % ; d )#\?kd +
2
+E \j (% ; d ). (2.24)
Moreover, [ \j, k(%, d, } , } )]j, k # N is a complete orthonormal system of
L2(7d). Therefore, [+\( j ; k ; % ; d )]j, k # N is the set of all eigenvalues of
H \%, d counted with multiplicity.
We estimate +\( j ; k ; % ; d ). We recall (1.9): for % # [0, 1],
K%# &
d 2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2 in L2((0, 2?)) with domain F% ,
and that kj (%) denotes the j th eigenvalue of K% counted with multiplicity
for j # N.
We first show the following.
For any j # N, we have
E +j (% ; d )=kj (%)+Oj (d ) (d  0), (2.25)
and
E &j (% ; d )=kj (%)+Oj (d ) (d  0), (2.26)
where each error term is uniform with respect to % # [0, 1].
We rewrite T +%, d and T
&
%, d as follows.
T +%, d=(1+d#&)
&2 {& d
2
ds2
&
1
4
(1+d#&)2 (1+d#+)&2 #(s)2=
+
1
2
(1+d#&)&3 d#"+. (2.27)
T &%, d=(1+d#+)
&2 {& d
2
ds2
&
1
4
(1+d#+)2 (1+d#&)&2 #(s)2=
&
1
2
(1+d#&)&3 d#"+&
5
4
(1+d#&)&4 d 2(#$+)
2. (2.28)
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A straightforward calculation follows that
(1+d#&)2 (1+d#+)&2&1=
d(#&&#+)[2+d(#++#&)]
(1+d#+)2
0, (2.29)
and
(1+d#+)2 (1+d#&)&2&1=
d(#+&#&)[2+d(#++#&)]
(1+d#&)2
0. (2.30)
We set
#1# max
s # [0, 2?]
|#(s)|.
Then, (2.27)(2.30) implies
(1+d#&)&2 \& d
2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2++12 (1+d#&)&3 d#"+
T +%, d
(1+d#&)&2 \& d
2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2++12 (1+d#&)&3 d#"+
+
1
4
}
d(#+&#&)[2+d(#++#&)]
(1+d#+)2 (1+d#&)2
#21 (2.31)
and
(1+d#+)&2 \& d
2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2+&12 (1+d#&)&3 d#"+
&
1
4
}
d(#+&#&)[2+d(#++#&)]
(1+d#+)2 (1+d#&)2
#21&
5
4
(1+d#&)&4 d 2(#$+)
2
T &%, d
(1+d#+)&2 \& d
2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2+&12 (1+d#&)&3 d#"+
&
5
4
(1+d#&)&4 d 2(#$+)
2. (2.32)
Applying the min-max principle to (2.31) and (2.32), we get
E +j (% ; d )=(1+d#&)
&2 kj (%)+O(d ) (d  0),
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and
E &j (% ; d )=(1+d#+)
&2 kj (%)+O(d ) (d  0),
where each error term is uniform with respect to % # [0, 1]. Because kj ( } )
is continuous on [0, 1], we get (2.25) and (2.26).
Next we show the following.
For any j0 # N, there exists d =d ( j0) such that for any d<d ,
+\( j ; k ; % ; d )+\( j0 ; 1 ; % ; d )+1 (2.33)
for any k2, j1, and % # [0, 1].
We fix any j0 # N. Using (2.24), we have for any k2, j # N, and
% # [0, 1],
+\( j ; k ; % ; d )&+\( j0 ; 1 ; % ; d )
=
?2(k2&1)
d 2
+E \j (% ; d )&E
\
j0
(% ; d )

3?2
d 2
+E \1 (% ; d )&E
\
j0
(% ; d )

3?2
d 2
+ min
% # [0, 1]
k1(%)+O(d )& max
% # [0, 1]
kj0(%)+Oj0(d ),
where we used (2.25) and (2.26) in the fourth line. Therefore, we have
(2.33).
(2.33) implies the following. For any j0 # N, there exists d =d ( j0) such
that for any d<d , the jth eigenvalue of H \%, d is +
\( j ; 1 ; % ; d ) for any j j0
and % # [0, 1]. Hence, (2.22) and the min-max principle imply the following.
For any d<d ( j0), we have
+&( j ; 1 ; % ; d )Ej (% ; d )++( j ; 1 ; % ; d )
for any j j0 and % # [0, 1]. Using (2.24), (2.25), and (2.26), we have
Ej0(% ; d )=\?d+
2
+kj0(%)+O(d ) (d  0),
where the error term is uniform with respect to % # [0, 1]. This completes
the proof of Theorem 1.1. K
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Next we prove the existence of the band gap of _(&2D0d, #). Recall (1.9).
We define
K#&
d 2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2 in L2(R) with domain H2(R).
The following facts are well-known (see [16] Chapter XIII16).
(i) Each kj ( } ) is continuous on [0, 1], and
kj (1&%)=kj (%) for any % # [0, 1].
(ii) For j odd (even), kj (%) is monotone increasing (decreasing) as %
increases from 0 to 12 . Especially, we have
k1(0)<k1( 12)k2(
1
2)<k2(0) } } } k2j&1(0)
<k2j&1( 12)k2j (
1
2)<k2j (0) } } } .
(iii) We set
Bj#{[kj (0), kj(
1
2)]
[kj ( 12), kj (0)]
(for j odd),
(for j even),
and
(kj ( 12), kj+1(
1
2)) (for j odd such that kj (
1
2){kj+1(
1
2)),
Gj#{(kj (0), kj+1(0)) (for j even such that kj (0){kj+1(0)),< (otherwise).
Then, we have
_(K )= .

j=1
Bj .
We call Bj the j th band of _(K ), and Gj the gap of _(K ) if Gj{<.
Combining these with Theorem 1.1, we have the following.
max
% # [0, 1]
Ej (% ; d )={\
?
d+
2
+kj \12++O(d ) (for j odd),
\?d+
2
+kj (0)+O(d ) (for j even),
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and
min
% # [0, 1]
Ej (% ; d )={\
?
d +
2
+kj (0)+O(d ) (for j odd),
\?d+
2
+kj \12++O(d ) (for j even)
(2.34)
as d  0.
In particular we have the following.
Corollary 2.5. For each l # N, we have
min
% # [0, 1]
El+1(% ; d )& max
% # [0, 1]
El (% ; d )=|Gl |+O(d ) (d  0), (2.35)
and
|El ([0, 1]; d )|=|Bl |+O(d ) (d  0),
where | } | is the Lebesgue measure.
Here we recall the following classical result about the inverse problem
for Hill’s equation, which was first proved by Borg ([5]). For alternative
proofs, see [11] and [17].
Theorem (Borg). Suppose that W is a real-valued, piecewise continuous
function on [0, 2?]. Let *\j be the j th eigenvalue of the following operator
counted with multiplicity respectively
&
d 2
ds2
+W(s) in L2((0, 2?))
with domain
[v # H2((0, 2?)); v(2?)=\v(0), v$(2?)=\v$(0)].
We suppose that
*+j =*
+
j+1 for all even j,
and
*&j =*
&
j+1 for all odd j.
Then, W is constant on [0, 2?].
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We are now in a position to prove Corollary 1.2.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. In virtue of (2.35), it suffices to show the fol-
lowing:
There exists some j0 # N such that Gj0{<.
We show this by contradiction. We suppose that Gj=< for all j # N.
Then, the above Borg’s theorem and (A.2) impliy that #(s)2 is constant
in R. Because # is continuous, #(s) is constant in R. On the other hand,
# is not identically 0 by assumption. So, there exists a constant k{0 such
that #(s)=k in R. Then, the reference curve }# must be a circumference of
radius 1|k|. This violates (ii) of (A.3). K
We end this section by observing the influence of the strip bend on the
infimum of the spectrum of &2D0d, # . We recall (2.34) in the case that j=1:
min
% # [0, 1]
E1(% ; d )=\?d+
2
+k1(0)+O(d ) (d  0).
So, it suffices to estimate the first eigenvalue k1(0) of the operator
K0=&
d 2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2 in L2((0, 2?))
with domain
F0=[v # H2((0, 2?)); v(2?)=v(0), v$(2?)=v$(0)].
Let
L0#&
d 2
ds2
in L2((0, 2?)) with domain F0 .
For n # Z, we set
.n(s)#
1
- 2?
eins.
Then, [.n(s)]n # Z is a complete orthonormal system in L2((0, 2?)), and
.n(s) is the eigenfunction of L0 associated with the eigenvalue n2 for n # Z.
Therefore, the min-max principle implies
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k1(0)(K0.0 , .0)L2((0, 2?))
=(L0.0 , .0)L2((0, 2?))&
1
4
(#(s)2 .0 , .0)L2((0, 2?))
=&
1
8? |
2?
0
#(s)2 ds.
Thus, we have proven the following.
Corollary 2.6. We have
inf _(&2D0d, #)\?d+
2
&
1
8? |
2?
0
#(s)2 ds+O(d ) (d  0).
This corollary says that the bottom of the lowest band of _(&2D0d, #) lies
below the first transversal-mode energy (?d )2 for sufficiently small d.
3. LOCATION OF BAND GAPS
Our main purpose in this section is to prove Theorem 1.3. First we recall
(2.35):
min
% # [0, 1]
El+1(% ; d )& max
% # [0, 1]
El (% ; d )=|Gl |+O(d ) (d  0).
So, we will specify the value of l # N such that |Gl |>0. For this purpose,
we use the scaling # [ =#, where =>0 is a small parameter. As we have
introduced in Section 1, we set 0=d=0d, =# . Now we consider &2
D
0 =d
instead
of &2D0d, # . We assume (A.1), (A.2), and (A.4). Besides, we assume
d # (0, d0] and = # (0, =0]. We recall that Hd, = , H%, d, = , and K%, = denote the
operators obtained by substituting =# for # in (1.4), (1.7), and (1.9) respec-
tively, and Ej (% ; d ; =) denotes the j th eigenvalue of H%, d, = counted with
multiplicity. Especially, K%, = has the following expression.
K%, =#&
d 2
ds2
&
1
4
=2#(s)2 in L2((0, 2?)) with domain F% (3.1)
for % # [0, 1]. Let kj (% ; =) be the j th eigenvalue of K%, = counted with multi-
plicity. We set
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(kj ( 12 ; =), kj+1(
1
2 ; =)) (for j odd such that kj (
1
2 ; =){kj+1(
1
2 ; =)),
Gj (=)={(kj (0; =), kj+1(0; =)) (for j even such that kj (0; =){kj+1(0; =)),< (otherwise).
(3.2)
Then, (2.35) implies that for each l # N and = # (0, =0], we have
min
% # [0, 1]
El+1(% ; d ; =)& max
% # [0, 1]
El (% ; d ; =)=|Gl (=)|+O=(d ) (d  0). (3.3)
We consider the asymptotic behavior of |Gl (=)| as = tends to 0, and specify
the value of l # N such that |Gl (=)|>0 for sufficiently small =. For this
purpose, we use the analytic perturbation theory (see [13]).
To treat this problem in a more general situation, we introduce the new
notations. Let
(A.6) W # L2([0, 2?]; R).
We define
L+0 #&
d 2
ds2
in L2((0, 2?))
with domain
F0#[v # H2((0, 2?)); v(2?)=v(0), v$(2?)=v$(0)],
and
L&0 #&
d 2
ds2
in L2((0, 2?))
with domain
F12#[v # H 2((0, 2?)); v(2?)=&v(0), v$(2?)=&v$(0)].
For ; # C, we define
L+(;)#L+0 +;W
=&
d 2
ds2
+;W(s) in L2((0, 2?)) with domain F0 ,
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and
L&(;)#L&0 +;W
=&
d 2
ds2
+;W(s) in L2((0, 2?)) with domain F12 .
We regard L\0 as the unperturbed operators and ;W as a perturbation.
For ; # R, we denote by l \j (;) the j th eigenvalue of L
\(;) counted with
multiplicity. Let us write down the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
unperturbed operator L\0 . For n # N, we set
0=
1
- 2?
, n, 1=
1
- 2?
eins, n, 2=
1
- 2?
e&ins. (3.4)
Then, [0 , n, 1 , n, 2]n # N is a complete orthonormal system of L2((0, 2?)),
and we have
L+0 0=0, L
+
0 n, 1=n
2n, 1 , L+0 n, 2=n
2n, 2 (3.5)
for n # N. Therefore, we have
l +1 (0)=0, l
+
2n(0)=l
+
2n+1(0)=n
2 for n # N. (3.6)
Next, for n # N, we set
.n, 1=
1
- 2?
ei(n&12) s, .n, 2=
1
- 2?
e&i(n&12) s. (3.7)
Then, [.n, 1 , .n, 2]n # N is a complete orthonormal system of L2((0, 2?)),
and we have
L&0 .n, 1=\n&12+
2
.n, 1 , L&0 .n, 2=\n&12+
2
.n, 2 (3.8)
for n # N. Therefore, we have
l &2n&1(0)=l
&
2n(0)=\n&12+
2
for n # N. (3.9)
For ; # R and n # N, we set
$+n (;)#l
+
2n+1(;)&l
+
2n(;), (3.10)
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and
$&n (;)#l &2n(;)&l &2n&1(;). (3.11)
For ; # R and n # N, we define
$2n&1(;)#$&n (;), $2n(;)#$
+
n (;).
We consider the asymptotic expansion of $n(;) as ;  0. Now we recall
the analytic perturbation theorem due to Kato and Rellich, which is rewrit-
ten suitably in our situation (see [13] Chapter VII and Theorem 2.6 in
Chapter VIII).
Theorem (Kato and Rellich). Let H0 be a self-adjoint operator in a
Hilbert space H. Suppose that E0 is an eigenvalue of H0 with multiplicity m,
and there exists =>0 such that _(H0) & (E0&=, E0+=)=[E0]. Let
[01 , ..., 0m] be an orthonormal system of eigenvectors of H0 associated with
the eigenvalue E0 :
0j # D(H0), H00j=E00j for 1 jm,
(0i , 0j)H=$ij for 1i, jm.
Let V be a symmetric, H0-bounded operator. For ; # C, we define
H(;)#H0+;V in H with domain D(H0).
Let +1 , ..., +m be the all eigenvalues of the matrix ((V0i , 0j)H)1i, jm
counted with multiplicity. Then, we have the following.
There exist m (single-valued ) analytic functions u1(;), ..., um(;) in ; # C
near 0 such that u1(;), ..., um(;) are the all eigenvalues of H(;) counted with
multiplicity in [E # C; |E&E0 |<=2] for ; # C near 0, and
uj (;)=E0++j;+O( |;| 2) (;  0) (3.12)
for 1 jm.
As a simple consequence of this theorem, we can see the splitting of a
doubly degenerate eigenvalue when a purturbation is turned on:
Corollary 3.1. Let m=2 in the statement of above theorem. Then, we
have
(u1(;)&u2(;))2=[[(V01 , 01)H&(V02 , 02)H]2
+4 |(V01 , 02)H| 2] ;2+O( |;| 3) (;  0).
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Proof. In virtue of (3.12), it suffices to compute (+1&+2)2. Because +1
and +2 are the eigenvalues of the matrix
\(V01 , 01)H (V01 , 02)H(V02 , 01)H (V02 , 02)H+ ,
+1 and +2 are the roots of the following algebraic equation of t:
t2&((V01 , 01)H+(V02 , 02)H) t
+(V01 , 01)H (V02 , 02)H&(V01 , 02)H (V02 , 01)H=0. (3.13)
We then have
+1++2=(V01 , 01)H+(V02 , 02)H ,
and
+1 +2=(V01 , 01)H (V02 , 02)H&(V01 , 02)H (V02 , 01)H
=(V01 , 01)H (V02 , 02)H&|(V01 , 02)H | 2.
Therefore, we get
(+1&+2)2=(+1++2)2&4+1 +2
=[(V01 , 01)H+(V02 , 02)H]2
&4[(V01 , 01)H (V02 , 02)H&|(V01 , 02)H| 2]
=[(V01 , 01)H&(V02 , 02)H]2+4 |(V01 , 02)H| 2.
Thus we have proven Corollary 3.1. K
Using this corollary, we compute the asymptotic expansion of $n(;) as
;  0. Let [wn]n=& be the Fourier coefficients of W(s):
W(s)=
1
- 2?
:

n=&
wn eins in L2((0, 2?)). (3.14)
Because W is real-valued, we have
wn=w&n for n # Z. (3.15)
Then, we have the following.
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Theorem 3.2. For each n # N, we have
$n(;)=2? |wn| } |;|+O( |;| 2) (;  0, ; # R). (3.16)
Proof. We first show (3.16) for even n. We recall (3.4), (3.5), (3.6),
and (3.10). We apply the preceding Kato and Rellich’s theorem and
Corollary 3.1 by setting
H#L2((0, 2?)), H0#L+0 , V#W, m=2,
E0#l +2n(0)=l +2n+1(0)=n2, (3.17)
01#n, 1=
1
- 2?
eins, 02#n, 2=
1
- 2?
e&ins for n # N.
Let u1(;) and u2(;) be as in the preceding theorem under the situation
(3.17). Then, we have
($+n (;))
2=(l +2n+1(;)&l
+
2n(;))
2
=(u1(;)&u2(;))2
=[[(Wn, 1 , n, 1)H&(Wn, 2 , n, 2)H]2
+4 |(Wn, 1 , n, 2)H| 2] ;2+O( |;| 3) (;  0, ; # R).
We compute
[(Wn, 1 , n, 1)H&(Wn, 2 , n, 2)H]2+4 |(Wn, 1 , n, 2)H| 2
=\|
2?
0
W(s) ds&|
2?
0
W(s) ds+
2
+4 } 12? |
2?
0
W(s) e2ins ds }
2
=4 } 1- 2? w&2n }
2
=
2
?
|w2n | 2,
where we used (3.14) in the third line and (3.15) in the fourth line. Thus
we have
($2n(;))2=($+n (;))
2
=
2
?
|w2n| 2 ;2+O( |;| 3) (;  0, ; # R). (3.18)
We note that u1(;)&u2(;) is analytic in ; # C near 0, and
$+n (;)=|u1(;)&u2(;)| for ; # R near 0.
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Then, (3.18) implies
$2n(;)=$+n (;)=2? |w2n| } |;|+O( |;| 2) (;  0, ; # R).
Thus we showed (3.16) for even n.
Next we show (3.16) for odd n. We recall (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.11).
As in the preceding assertion, we have
($&n (;))
2=(l &2n(;)&l
&
2n&1(;))
2
=[[(W.n, 1 , .n, 1)H&(W.n, 2 , .n, 2)H]2
+4 |(W.n, 1 , .n, 2)H| 2] ;2+O( |;| 3) (;  0, ; # R)
for n # N. We compute
[(W.n, 1 , .n, 1)H&(W.n, 2 , .n, 2)H]2+4 |(W.n, 1 , .n, 2)H| 2
=\|
2?
0
W(s) ds&|
2?
0
W(s) ds+
2
+4 } 12? |
2?
0
W(s) ei(2n&1) s ds }
2
=4 } 1- 2? w&(2n&1) }
2
=
2
?
|w2n&1 |2.
Therefore, we have
$2n&1(;)=$&n (;)
=2? |w2n&1| } |;|+O( |;| 2) (;  0, ; # R)
for n # N. Thus we showed (3.16) for odd n. This completes the proof of
Theorem 3.2. K
Remark 3.3. (1) In formal level, Erde lyi has derived a similar result
to Theorem 3.2 (cf. [6] and [7]).
(2) One can also prove Theorem 3.2 by analyzing the discriminant
(cf. [15, Theorem 2]).
(3) In the case that W has a finite Fourier series (i.e., W is a tri-
gonometric polynomial):
W(s)=
1
- 2?
:
p
k=&p
wkeiks, wp{0, 0< p<,
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there are many works about the asymptotic expansion of $n(;) in ;. We
refer [2, 3, 12, and 14]. [3] treats especially Mathieu type. In these
works the leading term of the asymptotic expansion of the np th gap
(n=1, 2, 3, ...) are computed.
(4) One may also be interested in the second term of the asymptotic
expansion. We shall compute it when the first term vanishes, although we
do not use it in this paper.
Let n # N. Then, we have the following.
(i) If w2n&1=0, we have
$2n&1(;)=
1
? } :k{&n+1, n wk&nwk+n&1(n&k)
&1 (n+k+1)&1 } } |;|2+O(|;| 3)
as ;  0 (; # R).
(ii) If w2n=0, we have
$2n(;)=
1
? } :k{&n, n wk&nwk+n (n&k)
&1 (n+k)&1 } } |;| 2+O( |;| 3)
as ;  0 (; # R).
Proof. Because the proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar, we show (i) only.
For k # Z, we set
0k#
1
- 2?
ei(k&12) s.
Then, it follows from (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) that [0k]k # Z is a complete
orthonormal system of L2((0, 2?)), and we have
L&0 0k=\k&12+
2
0k for k # Z.
We set
.1#0n=
1
- 2?
ei(n&12) s, .2#0&n+1=
1
- 2?
e&i(n&12) s.
Because w2n&1=0, the proof of Theorem 3.2 implies that the matrix
((W.i , .j)L2((0, 2?)))1i, j2
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has a degenerate eigenvalue. We define
S#&
1
2?i |‘&(n&12)2|== \‘&\n&
1
2+
2
+
&1
(L&0 &‘)
&1 d‘,
where =>0 is an arbitary number satisfying
=<dis\{\n&12+
2
= , _(L&0 )>{\n&12+
2
=+={2n&22
(n2)
(n=1).
We set
Q#((SW.i , W.j)L2((0, 2?)))1i, j2.
Q is an hermitian matrix. Let *1 and *2 be the all eigenvalues of Q. Using
the Theorem 2.9 of [13] Chapter VIII, we have
$2n&1(;)#$&n (;)
=|*1&*2| } |;| 2+O( |;| 3) (;  0, ; # R). (3.19)
So, it suffices to compute |*1&*2|. We set
qij#(SW.i , W.j)H for 1i, j2, (3.20)
where H#L2((0, 2?)). We have
W.i = :
k # Z
(W.i , 0k)H 0k
# :
k # Z
vik0k in H for i=1, 2. (3.21)
Plugging (3.21) to (3.20), we get
qij= :
k, l # Z
vik vjl (S0k , 0l)H . (3.22)
We first compute (S0k , 0l)H . For ‘ # C such that |‘&(n& 12)
2|==, we
have
(L&0 &‘)
&1 0k=\\k&12+
2
&‘+
&1
0k .
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Therefore, we have
(S0k , 0l)
=&
1
2?i |‘&(n&12)2|== \‘&\n&
1
2+
2
+
&1
((L&0 &‘)
&1 0k , 0l)H d‘
=&
1
2?i |‘&(n&12)2|== \‘&\n&
1
2+
2
+
&1
\\k&12+
2
&‘+
&1
$kl d‘
={$kl (n&k)
&1 (n+k&1)&1
0
(for k{n, &n+1),
(for k=n, &n+1).
Using this and (3.22), we have
qij= :
k{n, &n+1
vik vjk (n&k)&1 (n+k&1)&1. (3.23)
On the other hand, we have
v1k=(W0n , 0k)H=
1
2? |
2?
0
W(s) ei(n&k) s ds=
1
- 2?
wk&n , (3.24)
and
v2k=(W0&n+1 , 0k)H
=
1
2? |
2?
0
W(s) e&i(n&12) se&i(k&12) s ds=
1
- 2?
wn+k&1. (3.25)
Using (3.23), (3.24), and (3.25), we have
q11=q22 .
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we have
(*1&*2)2=(q11&q22)2+4 |q12 | 2=4 |q12| 2.
Therefore, we have
|*1&*2|=2 |q12|=
1
? } :k{n, &n+1 wk&nwn+k&1(n&k)
&1 (n+k&1)&1 } .
Plugging this to (3.19), we get the conclusion. K
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. We recall (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). As we have
introduced in Section 1, [vn]n=& denote the Fourier coefficients of #(s)
2:
#(s)2=
1
- 2?
:

n=&
vneins in L2((0, 2?)).
By assumption, #2{0 in L2((0, 2?)). Let n # N be such that
vn{0.
Then, Theorem 3.2 implies that
|Gn(=)|=
1
4 
2
?
=2 |vn|+O(=4) (=  0).
Therefore, |Gn(=)|>0 for sufficiently small =. Combining this with (3.3), we
get the conclusion. K
Next we give an example of #(s) satisfying (A.3) or (A.4). Now we sup-
pose (A.1) and (A.2). For = # (0, 1], we define
}=# : R % s [ (a=#(s), b=#(s)) # R2,
where
a=#(s)#|
s
0
cos(&=h(s1)) ds1 , (3.26)
b=#(s)#|
s
0
sin(&=h(s1)) ds1 , (3.27)
h(s)#|
s
0
#(s2) ds2 . (3.28)
Then, }=# is a C
 curve whose curvature at }=#(s) is =#(s). We define a map
8= by
8= : R2 % (s, u) [ \a=#(s)&u dds b=#(s), b=#(s)+u
d
ds
a=#(s)+ # R2. (3.29)
Then, we have the following.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose
h(2?)=0, (3.30)
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and
max
s # [0, 2?]
|h(s)|<
?
2
. (3.31)
Then, there exists some d0>0 such that for any = # (0, 1], 8=|R_(0, d0) is
injective.
To prove this, we first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let .: Rn  Rn be a C2 map. Let p # Rn and R>0. We set
.(x)=(.1(x), ..., .n(x)) # Rn. Let M>0 be such that
|:x.j (x)|M in [x # R
n ; &x& p&R] (3.32)
for any 1 jn and |:|=1, 2, where &y&#max1 jn | y j | for y=
( y1 , ..., yn) # Rn. Suppose that there exists \>0 such that
|det(J.)(x)|\ in [x # Rn ; &x& p&R], (3.33)
where J. denotes the Jacobian matrix of ..
Then, there exists r # (0, R] which depends on M, \, and R but independent
of p # Rn such that . is injective on the cube
Qp, r#[x # Rn ; &x& p&r].
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of the inverse function theorem.
We first note that &y&#max1 jn | yj | ( y=( y1 , ..., yn) # Rn) defines a
norm in Rn and is equivalent to the standard Euclidian norm:
&y&\ :
n
i=1
| yi | 2+
12
- n &y& for y # Rn.
We further note the following. Let { be any affine transformation:
{ : Rn % y [ Ay+q # Rn,
where A is an n_n real matrix with det A{0 and q # Rn. We define a norm
& }& on Mn(R) by
&B&# max
1in
:
n
j=1
|bij | for B=(bij)1i, jn # Mn(R).
Then, we have
Qq, &A&1&&1 r/{(Q0, r)/Qq, &A& r for any r>0. (3.34)
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We set
(x)#.((J.)&1 ( p) x+ p)&x for x # Rn,
and (x)=(1(x), ..., n(x)) # Rn. We have
(J)(x)=(J.)((J.)&1 ( p)x+ p)(J.)&1 ( p)&1n , (3.35)
where 1n denotes the n_n identity matrix. So, we obtain
(J)(0)=0 i.e.
i
xj
(0)=0 for any 1i, jn. (3.36)
We note that
&(J.)&1 ( p)&Cn
Mn&1
\
,
where Cn is a constant which depends only on n. Then, there exists a
constant k>0 which depends only on M, \, and R such that
|(J.)&1 ( p)x|R for x # Q0, k .
Combining this with (3.32), (3.33) and (3.35), we have
} 
2
xj xk
i (x) }M0 for any x # Q0, k and 1i, j, kn, (3.37)
where M0>0 is a constant which depends only on M and \. Using (3.36)
and (3.37), we have
} xj i (x) }nM0 &x& for any x # Q0, k and 1i, jn. (3.38)
We set
+#min {k, 12n2M0= (>0).
Then, (3.38) implies
}ixj (x) }
1
2n
on Q0, + .
Therefore, we get
&(x)&( y)& 12 &x& y& for any x, y # Q0, + .
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We set
h(x)#.((J.)&1 ( p) x+ p) for x # Rn.
Then, (x)=h(x)&x for x # Rn. We have
&x& y&=&h(x)&(x)&h( y)+( y)&
&h(x)&h( y)&+&(x)&( y)&
&h(x)&h( y)&+ 12 &x& y&
for any x, y # Q0, + . Therefore we have
1
2 &x& y&&h(x)&h( y)& for any x, y # Q0, + .
Hence, h is injective on Q0, + . Let k be the affine transformation
k : Rn % x [ (J.)&1 ( p) x+ p # Rn.
Then, . is injective on k(Q0, +). We note
&(J.)( p)&nM.
So, we have
&(J.)( p)&&1
1
nM
.
Therefore, (3.34) implies
Qp, +nM/k(Q0, +).
Hence, . is injective on Qp, +nM . K
Proof of Proposition 3.5. We begin with the following notes. Using
(3.30), we have
h(s+2?)=h(s) for any s # R.
Then, we have
’#sup
s # R
|h(s)|= max
s # [0, 2?]
|h(s)|<
?
2
,
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where we used (3.31). Using (3.26), we get
d
ds
a=#(s)=cos(&=h(s))cos ’>0 on R for any = # (0, 1]. (3.39)
Next, we show the following.
(3.40) There exists d1>0 such that for any p # R_[0] and = # (0, 1],
8= is injective on Qp, d1 .
One can easily see that
det(J8=)(s, u)=1+u=#(s).
Let
&# max
s # [0, 2?]
|#(s)|.
We choose d>0 such that 1&d&>0. Then, we have
det(J8=)(s, u)1&d&>0 on R_[&d, d] for any = # (0, 1]. (3.41)
Moreover, by using (A.1), (A.2), and (3.26)(3.29), there exists a constant
M>0 such that
|:x8
=
j(x)|M on R_[&d, d] (3.42)
for any 1|:|2, = # (0, 1], and j=1, 2, where we write x=(s, u) and
8=(x)=(8=1(x), 8
=
2(x)) # R
2. Combining Lemma 3.6 with (3.41) and (3.42),
we get (3.40).
Finally, we show the assertion of Proposition 3.5. We set
d0#d1 cos ’ (d1).
Let = # (0, 1]. Let w1=(s1 , u1), w2=(s2 , u2) # R_(&d0 , d0) be such that
8=(w1)=8=(w2). (3.43)
Then, (3.29) implies
a=#(s1)&u1
d
ds
b=#(s1)=a
=
#(s2)&u2
d
ds
b=#(s2).
So, we have
a=#(s1)&a
=
#(s2)=u1
d
ds
b=#(s1)&u2
d
ds
b=#(s2).
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Using |(dds) b=#(s)|1 on R and u1 , u2 # (&d0 , d0), we get
|a=#(s1)&a
=
#(s2)|2d0 .
On the other hand, (3.39) implies
|s1&s2| cos ’|a=#(s1)&a
=
#(s2)|.
Combining these two inequalities, we have
|s1&s2|2d1 .
We set s3# 12 (s1+s2). Then, we have
w1 , w2 # Q[(s3 , 0)], d1 . (3.44)
Combining (3.40) with (3.43) and (3.44), we have
w1=w2 .
Thus, 8= is injective on R_(&d0 , d0) for any = # (0, 1]. So, 8= is injective
on R_(0, d0) for any = # (0, 1]. K
4. ALTERNATELY-CURVED QUANTUM WAVEGUIDES
In this section, we shorten the fundamental domain in s-direction by
imposing the alternately-curved structure on the strip. We assume (A.1)
and (A.5). Then of course, # has period 2?, and #2 has period ?. We recall
(1.1)(1.3). For d>0, we define 5d, # by (1.11). Let &2D5d, # be the Dirichlet
Laplacian on 5d, # . We further assume the following.
(A.7) There exists d0>0 such that
(i) maxs # [0, ?] |#(s)|<2d0 ,
(ii) 5d0 , # is not self-intersecting.
We set
4 d#R_\&d2 ,
d
2+ , and 7 d#(0, ?)_\&
d
2
,
d
2+ .
We define
H d#&

s
(1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u) in L2(4 d) (4.1)
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with domain
D d#{v # H2(4 d); v \ } , &d2+=v \ } ,
d
2+=0 in L2(R)= ,
where V(s, u) is defined by (1.6). We set
B d#{v # D d ; _R>0 s.t. supp v/[&R, R]__&d2 ,
d
2&= .
For j # Z and v # L2loc(4 d), we define the modified translation T j by
(T jv)(s, u)#v(s&?j, (&1) j u) (#L2loc(4 d)). (4.2)
One can easily see that [T j]j # Z is an abelian group:
T j T k=T j+k for j, k # Z. (4.3)
Moreover, we have the following.
Proposition 4.1. Each T j commutes with H d :
[T j , H d]=0 on B d for any j # Z.
Proof. In virtue of (4.3), it suffices to show the following.
[T 1 , H d ]=0 on B d . (4.4)
It follows easily from (4.2) that
(T 1v)(s, u)=v(s&?, &u) for v # L2loc(4 d).
We then have
_T 1 , s&=0, _T 1 ,
2
u2&=0 on B d . (4.5)
On the other hand, (A.5) and (1.6) imply that
V(s&?, &u)=V(s, u) for (s, u) # 4 d .
So, we get
[T 1 , V(s, u)]=0 on B d . (4.6)
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Similarly, we have
[T 1 , (1+u#(s))&2]=0 on B d . (4.7)
Using (4.1), (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), we get (4.4). K
In virtue of Proposition 4.1, we can follow the same procedure as in the
preceding section. Therefore we state only the results omitting the proof.
For v # B d and % # [0, 2], we define
(U v)(s, u, %)# :

m=&
1
- 2
ei?m% (T mv)(s, u), (s, u) # 4 d .
Then, we have for k # Z,
(U v)(s+?k, u, %)=ei?k% (U v)(s, (&1)k u, %).
U is uniquely extended to a unitary operator from L2(4 d) to
 [0, 2] L
2(7 d) d%, which is denoted by U again. For % # [0, 2], we define
H %, d#&

s
(1+u#(s))&2

s
&
2
u2
+V(s, u) in L2(7 d) (4.8)
with domain
D %, d#[v # H 2(7 d);v \s, d2+=v \s, &
d
2+=0 in L2((0, ?); ds),
v(?, u)=ei?%v(0, &u) in L2 \\&d2 ,
d
2+ ; du+ ,

s
v(?, u)=ei?%

s
v(0, &u) in L2 \\&d2 ,
d
2+ ; du+= .
Then, H %, d is self-adjoint. We have
H d=U &1 \|

[0, 2]
H %, d d%+ U .
Moreover, &2D5d, # is unitarily equivalent to H d . For j # N, we denote by
E j (% ; d ) the j th eigenvalue of H %, d counted with multiplicity. Then, we get
_(&2D5d, #)= .

j=1
E j ([0, 2]; d ), where E j ([0, 2]; d )= .
% # [0, 2]
[E j (% ; d )].
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For % # [0, 2], we define
K %#&
d 2
ds2
&
1
4
#(s)2 in L2((0, ?)) (4.9)
with domain
F %#[v # H2((0, ?)); v(?)=ei?%v(0), v$(?)=ei?%v$(0)].
For j # N, we denote by k j (%) the jth eigenvalue of K % counted with multi-
plicity. Then, we have the following.
Theorem 4.2. For % # [0, 2] and j # N, we have
E j (% ; d )=\?d+
2
+k j (%)+O(d ) (d  0),
where the error term is uniform with respect to % # [0, 2].
Corollary 4.3. If # is not identically 0, there exists some j0 # N and
Cj0>0 such that
min
% # [0, 2]
E j0+1(% ; d )& max% # [0, 2]
E j0(% ; d )=Cj0+O(d ) (d  0).
Next we locate the band gap of _(&2D5d, #). For =>0 and d>0, we set
5=d#5d, =# . We consider &2D5 =d instead of &2
D
5d, #
. We assume (A.1), (A.5),
and the following.
(A.8) There exist =0>0 and d0>0 such that
(i) =0 maxs # [0, ?] |#(s)|<2d0 ,
(ii) 5 =d0 is not self-intersecting for any = # (0, =0].
We substitute =# for # in (4.1), (4.8), and (4.9), and denote the resulting
operators by H d, = , H %, d, = , and K %, = respectively. We denote by E j (% ; d ; =)
the j th eigenvalue of H %, d, = counted with multiplicity. We recall that
[v^n]n=& denote the Fourier coefficients of #(s)
2:
#(s)2= :

n=&
1
- ?
v^ne2ins in L2((0, ?)).
Then, we have the following.
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Theorem 4.4. Let # be not identically 0, and n # N be such that v^n{0.
Then, there exists =~ # (0, =0] such that for each = # (0, =~ ], there exists C=>0
for which
min
% # [0, 2]
E n+1(% ; d ; =)& max
% # [0, 2]
E n(% ; d ; =)=C=+O(d ) (d  0).
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